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The Routledge Handbook of Attachment:

Theory

2014-06-27

the routledge handbook of attachment theory provides a

broadly based introduction to attachment theory and

associated areas written in an accessible style by experts

from around the world the book covers the basic theories of

attachment and discusses the similarities and differences of

the two predominant schools of attachment theory the book

provides an overview of current developments in attachment

theory explaining why it is important not only to

understanding infant and early child development but also to

adult personality and the care we provide to our children the

routledge handbook of attachment theory provides detailed

descriptions of the leading schools of attachment theory as

well as discussions of this potentially confusing and

contentious area and includes a chapter on the



neuropsychological basis of attachment the book also

examines other domains and diagnoses that can be confused

with issues of attachment and assesses contexts when

different approaches may be more suitable providing a

comprehensive yet accessible introduction to the theories of

attachment the routledge handbook of attachment theory is

an indispensable guide for professionals working with children

and families in community and court based settings clinical

psychologists psychiatrists and social workers clinicians in

training and students

Attachment Theory

2013-04-15

at a historic conference in toronto in october 1993

developmental researchers and clinicians came together for

the first time to explore the implications of current knowledge

of attachment this volume is the outcome of their labors it

offers innovative approaches to the understanding of such



diverse clinical topics as child abuse borderline personality

disorder dissociation adolescent suicide treatment

responsiveness false memory narrative competence and the

intergenerational transmission of trauma

Handbook of Attachment

1999

pre eminent authorities in the field cover the origins and

development of attachment theory biological attachment

theory biological perspectives measurement of attachment

across the lifespan and emerging topics and perspectives

Attachment Theory and Research

2015-02-02

this volume showcases the latest theoretical and empirical

work from some of the top scholars in attachment extending

classic themes and describing important new applications the



book examines several ways in which attachment processes

help explain how people think feel and behave in different

situations and at different stages in the life cycle topics

include the effects of early experiences on adult relationships

new developments in neuroscience and genetics attachment

orientations and parenting connections between attachment

and psychopathology as well as health outcomes and the

relationship of attachment theory and processes to clinical

interventions

John Bowlby and Attachment Theory

2006-05-19

attachment theory is one of the most important theoretical

developments in psychoanalysis to have emerged in the past

half century it combines the rigorous scientific empiricism of

ethology with the subjective insights of psychoanalysis and

has had an enormous impact in the fields of child

development social work psychology and psychiatry this is



the first known book to appear which brings together john

bowlby and post bowlbian research and shows how the

findings of attachment theory can inform the practice of

psychotherapy it also provides fascinating insights into the

history of the psychoanalytic movement and looks at the

ways in which attachment theory can help in the

understanding of society and its problems

Attachment Theory and Research

2021-02-26

as interest in attachment theory continues to grow

misconceptions of the theory are becoming increasingly

common important texts on major theoretical and empirical

contributions are often too extensive for non specialist

readers or not readily available to clinicians designed to

address a significant gap in literature attachment theory and

research a readerpresents a carefully curated selection of

book chapters and journal articles on the subject



complemented by previously unpublished material by the

founder of the theory this valuable new resource provides

practitioners students policymakers and general readers an

accessible and up to date view of the concepts development

and diversity of attachment theory the reader comprises 15

succinct chapters by many of the most influential researchers

in the theory covering the basis of attachment theory and the

current state of the field the book brings together a wide

range of works many of which challenge common

assumptions and offer intriguing new insights on attachment

theory and research topics include psychoanalytic theories of

separation anxiety concepts of anxiety stress and

homeostasis the origins of disorganized attachment cultural

differences in caregiving practices reactive attachment

disorder rad and disinhibited social engagement disorder

dsed the future prospects of attachment theory and more



The Milan Seminar

2018-05-01

this edited book contains a hitherto unpublished seminar held

by the author in milan italy in 1985 the seminar is preceded

by a foreword by kate white of the bowlby centre and by an

introduction by the editor marco bacciagaluppi the

introduction contains excerpts from unpublished

correspondence between the author and the editor carried

out over a span of eight years between 1982 and 1990 after

the seminar there are the follow ups of the three cases

presented by leopolda pelizzaro ferruccio osimo and emilia

fumagalli and a report by germana agnetti and angelo

barbato who gave hospitality to the author and his wife this is

followed by a contribution by ferruccio osimo on experiential

dynamic psychotherapy an application of attachment theory

with a long case study at the end there are some concluding

remarks by the editor



Attachment Theory According to John

Bowlby and Mary Ainsworth

2014-03-01

seminar paper from the year 2001 in the subject psychology

developmental psychology grade 1 7 university of the arts

berlin language english abstract i will first provide a brief

historical outline of the origin and development of attachment

theory closely linked to the biographical data of its founder

john bowlby later i would like to point out some

characteristics based on which the attachment of a person

can be classified i believe this information to be important

with regard to teaching since the teacher is acting in the

environment between the institution of school family and child

i would like to include some of the approaches in which this

knowledge could be used in an everyday school setting



Handbook of Attachment, Second Edition

2008-08-21

from foremost authorities this comprehensive work is more

than just the standard reference on attachment it has become

indispensable in the field coverage includes the origins and

development of attachment theory biological and evolutionary

perspectives and the role of attachment processes in

personality relationships and mental health across the

lifespan

Human Attachment

1996

this study explains the theory research methodology research

results in the area of attachment and discusses both health

and pathological development in infancy childhood

adolescence and adulthood personality relationships and

marriage are some of the issues assessed in attachment



patterns

Attachment and Development

2014-02-25

first published in 2000 attachment theory is the current

dominant theory of parent child relationships and their

influence on development the theory has generated an ever

expanding body of empirical work and is one of the few

contemporary comprehensive psychological theories however

it is also controversial with researchers generally falling into

one or other of two camps consequently most of the books

published to date focus on specific aspects of attachment

work and do not provide students with a view of the theory

overall and how it relates to other areas within child

development susan goldberg who has researched parent

child relationships and attachment methods and theory since

the 1960s is ideally placed in writing this book that provides a

coherent overview of the field and its place within child



developmental psychology as a whole she is widely known in

the field and along with many research articles she has

edited a volume on the state of the art in attachment theory

published in 1995 in our time the view that parent child

relationship plays a central role in a child s psychological

development has been widely accepted this was not always

the case attachment theory and the research it generated

played an important role in producing the empirical evidence

needed to support this view and over the last 30 years there

has been an explosion of work in this area attachment and

development is one of the few comprehensive and critical

overviews of the theory and research in attachment across

the lifespan it provides a detailed examination of the factors

that contribute to shaping early attachment and the effects of

attachment on development including social competence

mental health and physical health special emphasis is given

to newly emerging research on the role of cognition and

emotion in internal working models of attachment as well as

to the role of psychobiology in order to achieve a balanced



evaluation of this area as a whole the book concludes with a

critical appraisal of the contributions and limitations of

attachment research and theory an ideal resource for

developmental psychology students this clear and accessible

text also serves as an up to date reference for professionals

in related disciplines such as nursing social work psychiatry

and education

Clinical Implications of Attachment

2015-11-17

first published in 1987 this study records findings of a study

group set up to explore a variety of issues related to

attachment including the predictive utility of strange situation

assessments the conditions under which insecurity is related

to subsequent difficulties the origins of individual differences

in attachment security and intervention strategies that might

prove useful in ameliorating the developmental risks that

appeared to be associated with insecure attachment



relationships

Attachment in Therapeutic Practice

2017-11-13

this is a concise accessible introduction to the basic

principles of attachment theory and their application to

therapeutic practice bringing together 70 years of theory and

research its expert authors provide a much needed user

friendly guide to attachment informed psychotherapy the book

covers the history research base and key figures and

concepts of attachment theory the key concepts of

attachment theory and their implications for practice

neuroscience implications of attachment and its therapeutic

relevance the parallels and differences between parent child

attachment and the therapeutic relationship the application of

attachment in adult individual psychotherapy across a number

of settings also to couples and families the applications of

attachment to working with complex disorders the applications



of attachment in child psychotherapy

A Secure Base

2012-11-12

as bowlby himself points out in his introduction to this seminal

childcare book to be a successful parent means a lot of very

hard work giving time and attention to children means

sacrificing other interests and activities but for many people

today these are unwelcome truths bowlby s work showed that

the early interactions between infant and caregiver have a

profound impact on an infant s social emotional and

intellectual growth controversial yet powerfully influential to

this day this classic collection of bowlby s lectures offers

important guidelines for child rearing based on the crucial role

of early relationships



Patterns of Attachment

2015-06-26

ethological attachment theory is a landmark of 20th century

social and behavioral sciences theory and research this new

paradigm for understanding primary relationships across the

lifespan evolved from john bowlby s critique of psychoanalytic

drive theory and his own clinical observations supplemented

by his knowledge of fields as diverse as primate ethology

control systems theory and cognitive psychology by the time

he had written the first volume of his classic attachment and

loss trilogy mary d salter ainsworth s naturalistic observations

in uganda and baltimore and her theoretical and descriptive

insights about maternal care and the secure base

phenomenon had become integral to attachment theory

patterns of attachment reports the methods and key results of

ainsworth s landmark baltimore longitudinal study following

upon her naturalistic home observations in uganda the

baltimore project yielded a wealth of enduring benchmark



results on the nature of the child s tie to its primary caregiver

and the importance of early experience it also addressed a

wide range of conceptual and methodological issues common

to many developmental and longitudinal projects especially

issues of age appropriate assessment quantifying behavior

and comprehending individual differences in addition

ainsworth and her students broke new ground clarifying and

defining new concepts demonstrating the value of the

ethological methods and insights about behavior today as we

enter the fourth generation of attachment study we have a

rich and growing catalogue of behavioral and narrative

approaches to measuring attachment from infancy to

adulthood each of them has roots in the strange situation and

the secure base concept presented in patterns of attachment

it inclusion in the psychology press classic editions series

reflects patterns of attachment s continuing significance and

insures its availability to new generations of students

researchers and clinicians



Fifty Years of Attachment Theory

2004

this is the second volume in the series based on the annual

donald winnicott memorial lecture sir richard bowlby looks at

the personal and professional lives of donald winnicott and dr

john bowlby to give a fascinating insight into the worlds of

these influential analysts also includes recollections of donald

winnicott and john bowlby by pearl king

Handbook of Attachment, Second Edition

2008-08-20

this comprehensive work is more than just the standard

reference on attachment theory and research it has helped to

define and shape this rapidly growing field inside jacket



Attachment and Human Survival

2018-04-24

what is it about childhood experiences that influence the kind

of adult we become for john bowlby and others who

developed attachment theory much of the answer lies in the

quality of early attachments to our primary caregivers when

those attachments are secure we can develop a safe sense

of self when insecure we may go on seeking safety

throughout our lives in inappropriate and painful ways

attachment argued bowlby is a matter for individual and

species survival using principles pioneered by bowlby this

volume explores the importance of attachments to individuals

and communities drawing on the work of leading figures in

the field of attachment research and clinical practice this book

introduces readers to the basic ideas and applications of

attachment theory chapters explore for example the role of

attachment experience in brain development the cultural and

institutional contexts in which attachment systems operate the



political consequences of personal suffering and the uses of

attachment theory in psychotherapy

The Routledge Handbook of Attachment

2014-06-17

the routledge handbook of attachment assessment provides

in one volume a detailed discussion of the formal

measurement tools available to assess attachment across the

age range including with families it contains comprehensive

chapters on many attachment based validated procedures for

assessing parenting and evaluating risk to enable

professionals to decide what type of assessment is

appropriate who should conduct it and the usefulness of the

results the book provides a detailed account of assessment

measures of attachment to enable practitioners at all levels

including academic research workers to decide which

assessment procedure will best meet their need the chapters

are written by those who developed these tools and by



people closely associated with them and advocate an

evidence based model of assessment to increase fairness

and transparency for families providing a practical guide to

the uses of attachment theory and research in professional

practice with adults children parents and families and a

detailed account of all the current evidence based tools that

can be used in assessment the routledge handbook of

attachment assessment is ideal for professionals and

clinicians wishing to commission or undertake assessments of

attachment as well as academic research workers and

students

Attachment Issues in Psychopathology

and Intervention

2003-12-08

to be a human being or indeed to be a primate is to be

attached to other fellow beings in relationships from infancy

on this book examines what happens when the mechanisms



of early attachment go awry when caregiver and child do not

form a relationship in which the child finds security in times of

uncertainty and stress although john bowlby a psychiatrist

and psychoanalyst originally formulated attachment theory for

the express purpose of understanding psychopathology

across the life span the concept of attachment was first

adopted by psychologists studying typical development in

recent years clinicians have rediscovered the potential of

attachment theory to help them understand psychological

psychiatric disturbance a potential that has now been

amplified by decades of research on typical development

attachment issues in psychopathology and intervention is the

first book to offer a comprehensive overview of the

implications of current attachment research and theory for

conceptualizing psychopathology and planning effective

intervention efforts it usefully integrates attachment

considerations into other frameworks within which

psychopathology has been described and points new

directions for investigation the contributors who include some



of the major architects of attachment theory link what we

have learned about attachment to difficulties across the life

span such as failure to thrive social withdrawal aggression

anxiety depression bipolar disorder dissociation trauma schizo

affective disorder narcissistic personality disorder eating

disorders and comorbid disorders while all chapters are

illuminated by rich case examples and discuss intervention at

length half focus solely on interventions informed by

attachment theory such as toddler parent psychotherapy and

emotionally focused couples therapy mental health

professionals and researchers alike will find much in this

book to stimulate and facilitate effective new approaches to

their work

Introduction to Attachment Theory in

Practice

2024-03-08

attachment theory in practice unveiling the power of



emotionally focused therapy eft for individuals couples and

families attachment theory workbook for couple individuals

and families in the intricate tapestry of human relationships

the threads of attachment form the patterns we recognize as

love trust and security but what happens when these patterns

become tangled by miscommunication trauma or deep seated

fears attachment theory in practice offers a transformative

lens to understand untangle and strengthen these bonds

drawing upon the foundational principles of attachment theory

this book introduces readers to the transformative power of

emotionally focused therapy eft with a delicate balance of

theory and application it delves deep into the heart of

relational dynamics revealing the emotional landscapes that

shape our most intimate bonds inside you ll discover a

comprehensive exploration of attachment theory and its

profound implications for human relationships the principles

and techniques of eft a therapeutic approach rooted in

decades of research and clinical practice real life case

studies that illuminate the healing journey of individuals



couples and families practical strategies and interventions

tailored to address diverse relational challenges whether you

re a therapist seeking to enhance your practice a student of

psychology or simply someone eager to understand the

dance of human connection this book offers invaluable

insights and tools dive in and discover the art and science of

building secure resilient relationships key highlights couple

dynamics dive into specialized emotionally focused therapy

techniques tailored for couples modern applications explore

the relevance and application of attachment theory in

contemporary therapeutic practices family healing uncover eft

s potent strategies designed to foster healing and deeper

connections within families attachment styles decoded gain a

comprehensive understanding of different attachment styles

and their implications in therapy individual benefits discover

the transformative benefits of emotionally focused therapy for

individual well being relationship guide equip yourself with a

practical guide that harnesses attachment theory to enhance

and understand relationships strengthening bonds learn about



eft s targeted interventions that aim to fortify and rejuvenate

family bonds unlock the power of emotionally focused therapy

and let the journey to deeper connection and healing begin

Theories of Attachment

2010

this volume presents an introduction to the theories of

attachment as well as the background and research of the

prominent minds behind them attachment theory describes

the dynamics of long term relationships between humans

explaining how much the parents relationship with the child

influences development this book explains the core elements

of each theorist s work and the ways these elements impact

and support interactions with babies including the topics of

bonding feeding practices separation anxiety and stranger

anxiety



Caregiving, Cultural, and Cognitive

Perspectives on Secure-base Behavior

and Working Models

1995

the attachment bond that develops between infant and

mother is the first of many intimate relationships we form

throughout life and as such it has been the focus of much

research but how does the quality of the secure base

phenomena that defines this bond vary among individuals

and across cultures what methods can be used to asses its

presence and characteristics following an interview with mary

s ainsworth the originator of the concept of secure base this

new monograph brings together eleven papers that

consolidate our understanding of the empirical advances that

have occurred in attachment research the collection is

organized into three sections part one includes papers on the

generalizability of attachment theory and data including cross



cultural research part two addresses both normative and

individual differences among mothers children caregivers and

their interactions and methods for the valid assessment of

these part three examines the mental representations that

children use to depict their different attachment relationships

together these papers will stimulate child development

specialists and students to explore different assessment

methods and to move beyond current understandings of

attachment

The role of attachment in the aftermath

of divorce

2021-07-20

academic paper from the year 2021 in the subject psychology

developmental psychology grade 1 0 stockholm university

language english abstract divorce is a complex and emotional

experience for many individuals as it involves the loss of a

vital attachment bond within adulthood therefore the



perspective of attachment theory is highly applicable to the

study of divorce attachment theory is a relevant framework

for marital separation in two main ways first attachment

theory provides a normative perspective on how individuals

deal with the loss of an attachment figure second individual

differences in attachment behaviors can account for variations

in people s responses to divorce this paper will discuss both

of these perspectives from the theoretical background and

review relevant empirical work for reasons of space the

effects of divorce on children and adolescents are not

considered in this paper the focus is on the adult perspective

The Place of Attachment in Human

Behavior

1982

this accessible book draws on unique evidence from oral

histories and little known archive material to shed new light

on the working relationships which led to john bowlby s shift



from psychoanalysis to ethology as a frame of reference and

ultimately to the development of attachment theory a unique

exploration of the origins of bowlby s ideas and the critical

transformation in his thinking offers an alternative to standard

accounts of the origin of attachment theory explores the

significance of bowlby s influential working relationships with

robert hinde harry harlow james robertson and mary

ainsworth provides students academics and practitioners with

clear insights into the development of attachment theory

accessible to general readers interested in psychology and

psychoanalysis

John Bowlby - From Psychoanalysis to

Ethology

2011-03-21

this book is the second volume in the series based on the

annual donald winnicott memorial lecture it provides the

personal and professional lives of donald winnicott and dr



john bowlby to give a fascinating insight into the worlds of

these influential analysts

Fifty Years of Attachment Theory

2019-05-07

the challenge of attachment for caregiving describes a

theoretical model for the development of caregiving that

complements and also extends attachment theory the model

highlights the conditions under which adult caregivers can

remain in a state of arrested development impairing their own

ability to give care and resulting in attachment problems for

those who seek care from them it shows how insecure

attachment in childhood and adolescence impedes the

development of caregiving and how in times of crisis even

securely attached individuals need appropriate support in

order to sustain their capacity to give effective care

constructing a systemic model of the self the authors place

the instinctive systems for caregiving and careseeking



attachment within a theory that relates them to other systems

of the self such as the systems for sharing interests sexuality

and for self defence the model describes the interplay

between these goal corrected behavioural systems

The Challenge of Attachment for

Caregiving

2018-06-12

the myth of attachment theory confronts the uncritical

acceptance of attachment theory challenging its scientific

basis and questioning the relevance in our modern

superdiverse and multicultural society and exploring the

central concern of how children and their way of forming

relationships differ from each other in this book heidi keller

examines diverse multicultural societies proposing that a

single doctrine cannot best serve all children and families

drawing on cultural psychological and anthropological

research this challenging volume respects cultural diversity as



the human condition and demonstrates how the wide

heterogeneity of children s worlds must be taken seriously to

avoid painful or unethical consequences that might result

from the application of attachment theory in different fields

the book explores attachment theory as a scientific construct

deals with attachment theory as the foundation of early

education specifies the dimensions that need to be

considered for a culturally conscious approach and finally

approaches ethical problems which result from the

universality claim of attachment theory in different areas this

book employs multiple and mixed methods while also going

beyond critical analysis of theory to offer insight into the

implications of the unquestioning acceptance of this theory in

such areas as childhood interventions diagnosis of

attachment security international intervention programs and

educational settings this volume will be a crucial read for

scholars and researchers in developmental educational and

clinical psychology as well as educators teachers in training

and other professionals working with children and their



families

The Myth of Attachment Theory

2021-12-14

attachment theory the brainchild of child psychiatrist and

psychoanalyst john bowlby has begun to have a worldwide

impact among clinicians within the last ten years this interest

marks a departure from the early fate of attachment theory at

first shunned by the psychoanalytic community bowlby s

brilliant and groundbreaking effort to recast basic

psychoanalytic concepts within system theories and a new

ethologically based model of the importance of affectional ties

across the life span was taken up by a group of gifted

developmental researchers empirical research not only tested

and confirmed many basic propositions of attachment theory

but also extended attachment theory in unexpected and

creative ways bowlby was surprised and gratified by this turn

of events but also disappointed that his intended clinical



audience has not taken the theory and run with it this edited

book is in part a testament to the fact that clinicians are

beginning to do just that they are taking attachment theory

and research creatively to examine clinical issues in doing so

new vistas and hypothesis are being put forward showing that

attachment theory is alive and well in this volume the editors

gathered a distinguished group of clinician scholars from

around the world argentina italy mexico uk usa and spain to

examine and extend bowlby s legacy the book should be of

interest to clinicians regardless of their orientation attachment

theory cuts across boundaries of clinical modalities individual

group or family therapy and orientations psychoanalytic

cognitive or behavioural the book should also be of interest to

researchers who may find the heuristic value of clinical

insights a valuable addition to the legacy of attachment

theory



Attachment Theory and the

Psychoanalytic Process

2003

the main objective of the research presented in this book is to

broaden the scope of attachment theory by stressing the

importance of a social network approach to the study of

attachment this approach forms the integrating theme of this

volume as is testified by various studies of attachment as it

develops in an extended rearing context over and beyond the

limits of the traditional mother child dyad in this connection

attention is paid to the importance of sibling relationships

attachment relationships with professional caregivers the role

of the father in caring and rearing young children and the

short term and long term effects on attachment quality of

maternal employment in infancy also the cross cultural validity

of ainsworth s strange situation is discussed with reference to

the usa sweden israel japan the netherlands etc in adopting a



social network approach the attachment theory proves to be

a particularly useful instrument for reflecting on the

consequence of social change maternal employment

symmetrical families socialisation of childrearing for child

development

Attachment in Social Networks

1987-02-01

attachment research has tremendous potential for helping

clinicians understand what happens when parent child bonds

are disrupted and what can be done to help yet there

remains a large gap between theory and practice in this area

this book reviews what is known about attachment and

translates it into practical guidelines for therapeutic work

leading scientist practitioners present innovative strategies for

assessing and intervening in parent child relationship

problems helping young children recover from maltreatment

or trauma and promoting healthy development in adoptive



and foster families detailed case material in every chapter

illustrates the applications of research based concepts and

tools in real world clinical practice

Attachment Theory in Clinical Work with

Children

2011-03-03

attachment across clinical and cultural perspectives brings

together leading thinkers in attachment theory to explore its

importance across cultural clinical and social contexts and the

application of attachment relationship principles to

intervention with diverse groups of children and families these

contributions collectively illustrate the robustness of

attachment research in the contexts of culture early extreme

deprivation trauma and the developing brain providing great

inspiration for anyone embracing the idea of evidence based

practice two chapters convey fundamentals of attachment

theory covering links between attachment and normal and



pathological development and the interface between

attachment and other features of evolutionary theory two

others specifically tackle the cultural context of attachment

fundamental research findings with north american and

european samples are shown to hold as well among

indigenous people in a rural mexican village whilst the link

between maternal sensitivity and secure attachment is

demonstrated in a variety of cultures further chapters explore

the role of fear and trauma in the formation of attachment

one establishes intergenerational links between parental

history of trauma dissociative states of mind and infant

disorganized attachment another looks at the consequences

of early extreme deprivation institutional rearing for

attachment a third describes the impact of attachment

experiences on brain development finally the book explores

intervention guided by attachment theory research on fear

and trauma and an understanding of how attachment

experiences leave their mark on parental psyche and

behaviour attachment across clinical and cultural perspectives



gathers authoritative information from leading experts in the

field in an easily readable practical way it will appeal to

psychoanalysts and psychoanalytic psychotherapists to

professionals who serve the developmental and mental health

needs of adults children and families and anyone seeking to

base their intervention work and therapy upon attachment

principles

Attachment Across Clinical and Cultural

Perspectives

2016-10-04

this book is the second volume in the series based on the

annual donald winnicott memorial lecture it provides the

personal and professional lives of donald winnicott and dr

john bowlby to give a fascinating insight into the worlds of

these influential analysts



Fifty Years of Attachment Theory

2018-04-24

this book demonstrates that the relationship between

attachment theory and psychoanalysis is more complex than

adherents of either community generally recognize it provides

a brief overview of attachment theory and some key findings

of attachment research

Attachment Theory and Psychoanalysis

2018-04-24

this is an open access title available under the terms of a cc

by nc nd 4 0 international licence it is free to read at oxford

clinical psychology online and offered as a free pdf download

from oup and selected open access locations attachment

theory is among the most popular theories of human

socioemotional development with a global research

community and widespread interest from clinicians child



welfare professionals educationalists and parents it has been

considered about family life in modern society it is one of the

last of the grand theories of human development that still

retains an active research tradition attachment theory and

research speak to fundamental questions about human

emotions relationships and development they do so in terms

that feel experience near with a remarkable combination of

intuitive ideas and counter intuitive assessments and

conclusions over time attachment theory seems to have

become more rather than less appealing and popular in part

perhaps due to alignment with current concern with the

lifetime implications of early brain development cornerstones

of attachment research re examines the work of key

laboratories that have contributed to the study of attachment

in doing so the book traces the development in a single

scientific paradigm through parallel but separate lines of

inquiry chapters address the work of bowlby ainsworth main

and hesse sroufe and egeland and shaver and mikulincer

cornerstones of attachment research utilises attention to



these five research groups as a lens on wider themes and

challenges faced by attachment research over the decades

the chapters draw on a complete analysis of published

scholarly and popular works by each research group as well

as much unpublished material

Cornerstones of Attachment Research

2020-09-10

anxiously attached individuals feel chronically insecure and

their relationships are often intense angry and enmeshed in

the spectrum of anxious attachment some people tip into

states of acute rumination following specific life events while

an extreme manifestation may be thought of as borderline

borderline inescapable brooding raging and inability to

separate preoccupied clients can be difficult to work with and

these therapies often feel stuck or end badly anxiously

attached contains four papers presented at a conference in

february 2016 they address the origins of anxious attachment



in specific features of parent infant relationships findings from

research about developmental aspects typical features

concerns and defences in adults and how these may be

presented in psychotherapy enmeshed dynamics in adult

relationships including the therapeutic relationship are also

highlighted where threat of separation and loss activate

intense attachment seeking the aim is to increase

understanding of preoccupied clients from an attachment

perspective to recognise the nature of their anxieties and

resistances and propose specific skills for therapeutic work

Anxiously Attached

2018-03-26

bridging the gap between research and practice this book

reviews attachment processes across the lifespan and

reviews its applications to infants children adolescents and

adults key concepts such as internal working models and

secure vs insecure attachment behaviours are reviewed in



detail

The Science and Clinical Practice of

Attachment Theory

2023

in the fifty years since its inception john bowlby s attachment

theory has been powerfully influential on developmental

psychology and more recently mental health bringing together

the experience of a diverse range of mental health

practitioners and researchers who routinely use attachment

theory in their own work attachment theory in adult mental

health provides a guide to using attachment theory in

everyday practice adam n danquah and katherine berry

present a wide ranging and practical approach to the topic

which includes studies on clinical practice the provision of

mental health services and accommodating intercultural

perspectives section one covers the basics of attachment

theory and practice section two presents clinical problems



and presentations including among others the treatment of

depression anxiety disorders psychosis personality disorder

and eating disorders section three addresses the needs of

specific populations discussing the influence of sociocultural

factors like gender ethnicity and age finally section four

examines the organisation and the practitioner including using

the theory to organise services and how individual therapists

can integrate their own attachment histories into their

approach including the most up to date theories and practice

in the field attachment theory in adult mental health is ideal

for psychologists and psychological therapists counsellors

psychiatrists occupational therapists social workers and

mental health service managers and commissioners

Attachment Theory in Adult Mental

Health

2013-10-08

this book covers the groundbreaking concepts in attachment



theory as promulgated by bowlby himself and during the

years post bowlby it sets out to develop the seminal concept

of learned security the provision of a reparative experience of

a secure base by the therapist so that the client can imbibe

what he missed out on during his formative years rhona m

fear points out that the idea of learned security has

developed from the concept of earned security but is

distinctly different in part i fear outlines the origins and

progress of attachment theory and the concepts of earned

and learned security in part ii she uses a process of

dialectical thinking to put forward an integration of kohut s

self psychology bowlby s attachment theory and stolorow

atwood and brandchaft s intersubjective perspective the

unifying concept that binds these three theories together is

that of empathy but she puts forward a particular

intersubjective collaborative view of empathic attunement



Attachment Theory

2016-12-12
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